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Properly sorted recycling should be placed at the curb in blue bags with cardboard bundled beneath by 7 AM on your collection day

BLUE BAG RECYCLING QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Question: What does "sort" mean?

Answer: All recycled items put in blue bags with cardboard placed underneath. (If items that can't be recycled are placed in
the blue bag, the bag will be tagged and not picked up.)
Question: Anything other than a plastic container with a lid that has a #1 or 2 marked on it should technically go in waste?
Answer: Yes, the other grades of plastic are not consistently marketable and also make sorting a proper grade of other
materials (such as paper) much more difficult.
Question: Some clam shells sold in stores are made from plastics #1 or 2...what about these?
Answer: We cannot guarantee these items will be recycled. This material is thin and not rigid, furthermore, it is often
laminated with other materials. However, if these items are marked grade #1 or 2 they will not be rejected at collection.
Question: Should non-deposit tetrapaks be pulled out?
Answer: Unless it is a tetrapak that has a deposit (many do as beverage containers) then we cannot recycle it.
Question: Why would I place deposit items in my blue bag?
Answer: You are free to continue to take your deposit items to a recycling depot for a refund. However, GFL will accept
these items in the blue bag.
Question: Can I recycle tin can lids?
Answer: No
Question: What do we do with glass, lids, bubble wrap, soiled tissue, plastic bags, styrofoam, plastics (other than #1 &
#2), etc?
Answer: GFL’s list of acceptable items reflects only items that they can assure the public they are able to recycle. In some
cases, there is no re-manufacturer willing and able (due to very specific technology needed) to take the specific postconsumer item and recycle it into a product that can then be profitably sold. Therefore the items in question are not
recyclable at this time and are considered waste.
Question: Flour bags, pet food bags (empty)?
Answer: Any paper container that contained a food item should not be put into the recycling. These paper containers
(coffee cups, flour bags, pet food bags etc) often have plastic or another material laminated on the inside of the paper
and can have food residue left in them as well. Either case makes the material non-recyclable.
Question: What about soft cover books? Hard cover books?
Answer: Please remove the book covers, as many are plasticized.
Question: What about shredded paper?
Answer: Yes, shredded paper is recyclable.
Question: What accommodations have been given to inclement weather?
Answer: In the event of inclement weather, GFL will continue collection on the next available day so please leave the blue
bag out, ensuring it is visible and GFL will pick it up!
Question: What happens if the wind blows the cardboard from beneath the blue bags?
Answer: GFL has provided this program for eleven years to over 200,000 homes in Alberta and rarely have they
encountered this issue. It is recommended that you fold the cardboard and place your blue bag on top of it to minimize
this occurrence.
Question: Who pays for the bags and where are they available?
Answer: Residents pay for the blue bags. They are available at any local grocery or hardware store.
Question: Will there be issues of animals tearing open the blue bags, like what can occur with garbage bags?
Answer: Garbage has a high residue of organic materials that animals like: meat trimmings, vegetable scraps etc.
Recyclables do not. GFL has not had any issues with animals tearing open blue bags. Please ensure recyclable
containers are rinsed prior to placing in the blue bags and that soiled items are placed in the garbage.

